The Color Purple

Project by Andrea Miller, Rachel Bell, and Emily Day, Book written by Alice Walker

Answer the following questions with a yes or a no:

_____ 1. Do you think that women are inferior to men?

_____ 2. Do think banning books is okay?

_____ 3. Do you see God as an old, white man?

_____ 4. Do believe that explicitly describing rape scenes or strong violent acts within in literature is okay?

_____ 5. Would you ever participate in a book burning?

_____ 6. Would you consider reading this book?

_____ 7. Do think it is okay for schools and libraries to ban books from their own facilities?

_____ 8. Would you be mad or upset if your family was keeping secrets from you?

_____ 9. Do believe in the power of speech and expression?

_____ 10. Do you agree with the saying, “Love can get us through anything”? 